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Canada: is the  
economic outlook really  
less gloomy?     
Atradius Payment Practices Barometer
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ATRADIUS PAYMENT PRACTICES BAROMETER – RESULTS JUNE 2019

The Canadian economy continues to operate 
near its potential and the composition of growth 
is more balanced. GDP is forecast to grow below 
2% this year as export, household consumption 
and investment growth further ease. However, the 
Canadian economy should still experience positive 
momentum, with low unemployment, manageable 
inflation and rising, but historically low interest 
rates. Insolvencies are expected to level off this 
year.

Sample: companies interviewed (active in domestic and foreign markets)
Source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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Canadian respondents are much more 
likely to sell on credit to B2B customers 
than last year       
Consistent with what observed in the US, Canadian respond-
ents have traditionally shown a greater preference for sell-
ing to their B2B customers on cash than on credit. However, 
current survey findings reveal a shift in preference to selling 
on credit this year. 57.2% of the total value of Canadian re-
spondents’ B2B sales was reported to be made on credit (up 
from 46.1% one year ago). This is the highest figure observed 
in the Americas (55.2% in the U.S., 45.4% in Mexico and 46.4% 
in Brazil) suggesting that respondents in Canada are offer-
ing trade credit more frequently to stimulate sales and par-
ticularly exports to the US, which have slowed this year. As 
survey findings reveal, the exports of respondents to the US 
decreased to 30% from 32% last year, exports to Mexico in-
creased to 31% from 27%. When asked to explain the reasons 
for their decreased export activity to the US, most Canadian 
respondents (81%) said that this was due to reasons connected 
to both the economic environment and the government trade 
policies. The same opinion was expressed by 62% of respond-
ents in regards to the more dynamic export trade relations 
with Mexico.  

Sample: companies interviewed (active in domestic and foreign markets)
Source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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David Huey, Atradius Regional Director  for 
the U.S.A., Canada and Mexico commented  
on the report

Despite expectations of slower 
growth this year, momentum in the 
Canadian economy should remain 
positive, contributing to levelling off 
the current insolvency rates in the 
country. However, the global economy 
is fraught with risks, and even indirect 
risks like the trade dispute between the 
United States and China, can have a 
significant impact on Canadian trade. 

We are aware that Canadian 
companies strive to stay competitive 
and grow, while at the same time 
needing to protect themselves against 
payment default risks. 

Therefore, we offer them the most 
valuable credit management solutions 
to compete more effectively in the 
current global trade environment and 
protect their financial flexibility.

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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B2B customers of Canadian respondents  
are given much longer to pay invoices than 
last year  
Beside being much more inclined to trade on credit with B2B 
customers than last year, Canadian respondents seem equally 
inclined to set much longer terms for settlement of invoices. 
On average, payment of invoices from B2B customers was 
requested within 37 days from the invoice date, which com-
pares to the average of 25 days last year. These are the long-
est in the Americas, (24 days in the US down from 27 days 
last year and 27 days in Mexico down from 33 days one year 
ago) and one day less thanin Brazil (average 38 days up from 
32 days last year).

Reserving against bad debts is the basis of 
Canadian respondents’ credit management 
policy  
Consistent with the increased sales on credit observed in Can-
ada, underpinned by more relaxed payment terms than in 
the past, Canadian respondents show themselves to be very 
focussed on reserving against bad debts. This is meant to 
ensure the financial stability of the business should the as-
sessment of their buyers’ creditworthiness prove inaccurate. 
Survey findings reveal that Canadian respondents (33%) use 
this credit management practice almost as frequently as their 

peers in Brazil (34%), but more frequently than their peers in 
the US (28%) and Mexico (18%). 

It takes respondents longer than last year to 
receive payment on overdue invoices 
25% of the total value of the B2B invoices issued by respond-
ents in Canada was reported to be still outstanding at the due 
date. This compares to 24% in the US, 27% in Mexico and 33% 
in Brazil. Compared to last year, the average time it took Ca-
nadian respondents to receive payment for outstanding in-
voices increased to 54 days from 49 days. This likely reflects 
the more relaxed payment terms mentioned earlier. Of note, 
in all the other countries surveyed in the Americas, average 
payment duration decreased over the past year. To manage 
cash shortfalls due to the lengthening of the cash conversion 
cycle, nearly 30% of respondents in Canada were forced to de-
lay payment of invoices to their own suppliers. On average, 
respondents in Canada wrote 1.4% of the total value of their 
B2B receivables off as uncollectable (this compares to 1.5% 
last year).

Respondents in Canada will perform dunning 
much more often over the next months 
Most Canadian respondents (52%) do not expect payment 
practices of B2B customers to change much over the coming 
months. 27% expect a worsening in the form of increased late 
payments (33% of respondents in the US, 27% in Mexico and 
22% in Brazil share this opinion). For 38% of respondents in 
Canada the anticipated increase in late payments from their 
B2B customers would adversely affect their business, causing 
costs increases and a potential reduction of the workforce. In 
the USMCA region, this is the largest percentage of respond-
ents expressing this opinion (compared to 17% in the US and 
25 in Mexico). To protect their business against the risk of pay-
ment default by their B2B customers, 41% of respondents in 
Canada will increase dunning (outstanding invoices remind-
ers) over the coming months. In the USMCA region, this will be 
the case for 37% of respondents in the US and for 29% in Mex-
ico. 35% of Canadian respondents (compared to 32%in the US 
and 39% in Mexico) will monitor their B2B customers’ credit 
risk more often. 

d = average days
Sample: companies interviewed (active in domestic and foreign markets)
Source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019

Payment duration in the Americas 45 days
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The number of corporate 
bankruptcies is expected to 
level-off 2019. This is mainly 
due to lower economic 
growth and higher interest 
rates.
Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – May 2019

Atradius · Key Findings
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Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – May 2019

Atradius · Key Findings

of Canadian respondents said that 
they will more often check their 
buyers' creditworthiness over the 
coming months.

Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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Overview of payment practices in Canada 
By business sector 

Average payment terms longest in the ICT/
electronics sector - shortest in the services 
sector  
Canadian respondents from the ICT/electronics and the con-
struction sectors extended the longest average payment 
terms (averaging 37 days and 35 days from the invoice date 
respectively). The shortest average payment terms were set 
by respondents in the services sector (averaging 29 days).  

Trade credit risk is highest in the ICT/
electronics sector, and lowest in the services 
sector 
The value of overdue invoices is highest in the ICT/electron-
ics sector at 34.4% of the total value of B2B invoices. The con-
struction sector at 33% follows. At 22%, it is lowest in the ser-
vices sector. 

Proportion of uncollectable receivables 
highest in the construction sector and lowest 
in the services sector  
The construction sector in Canada reported that 1.7% of their 
B2B receivables were written off as uncollectable, the high-
est proportion in the country. The consumer durables sector 
follows at 1.6%. At the lower end of the scale, is the services 
sector with 1.1%. 

d = average days
Sample: companies interviewed (active in domestic and foreign markets)
Source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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of Canadian respondents said that 
they will more often check their 
buyers' creditworthiness over the 
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Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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The slowdown of the economy leads 
to decrease in revenue and increase in 
credit risk. With the support of  
Atradius we are able to stay ahead of 
these risks.

Sales manager - Large enterprise  
- Chemicals sector

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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Overview of payment practices in Canada
By business size

Large enterprises set the longest average 
payment terms for B2B customers  
Respondents from large enterprises in Canada extended the 
longest and those from SMEs and micro enterprises the short-
est average payment terms to B2B customers (averaging 37 
days and 30 days from the invoice date respectively). 

Large enterprises took the longest to be paid 
for overdue invoices  
Over the past year, large enterprises in Canada recorded the 
highest increase in the proportion of B2B invoices paid on 
time (+16% on average). Due to this change, overdue invoices 
in large enterprises now account for 33.8% of the total value of 
B2B invoices. In contrast, on time payment of B2B invoices is-
sued by SMEs decreased 13% on average. Despite these chang-
es, large enterprises are still the slowest to collect payment of 
overdue invoices (on average after 55 days). The compares to 
51 days for SMEs and to 39 days for micro enterprises.

Large enterprises have the highest rate of 
uncollectable receivables  
Being the slowest to collect past due invoices, large enterpris-
es in Canada recorded the highest proportion (3.0%) of B2B 
receivables written off as uncollectable. The average for SMEs 
is 1.9% and for micro-enterprises less than 1%.

Past due
B2B invoices

21.1 %

Credit sales
57.2%

Sample: companies interviewed (active in domestic and foreign markets)
Source: Atradius Payment Practices Barometer – June 2019
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Survey design for the 
Americas
Survey objectives
Atradius conducts annual reviews of international corpo-
rate payment practices through a survey called the ‘Atradius 
Pay¬ment Practices Barometer’. In this report focusing on the 
Americas, which is part of the 2019 edition of the Atradius 
Payment Practices Barometer, companies from four countries 
(Brazil, Canada, Mexico and the U.S.) have been surveyed. Due 
to a change in research methodology for this survey, for some 
of the current results, no year-on-year comparison is feasible. 

Using a questionnaire, Conclusr Research conducted a net of 
837 interviews. All interviews were conducted exclusively for 
Atradius, without any combination of topics.

Survey scope
77 Basic population: companies from four countries (Brazil, 

Canada, Mexico and the U.S.) were monitored. The 
appropriate contacts for accounts receivable management 
were interviewed. 

77 Selection process – Internet survey: companies were 
selected and contacted by use of an international Internet 
panel. A screening for the appropriate contact and for 
quota control was conducted at the beginning of the 
interview. 

77 Sample: N=837 people were interviewed in total 
(approximately n=200 people per country). In each 
country a quota was maintained according to three classes 
of company size. 

77 Interview: Web-assisted personal interviews (WAPI)  
of approximately 15 minutes duration. Interview period: 
Q2 of 2019.

Sample overview – Total interviews = 837 

Country n %

USA 205 24.4

Canada 210 25.2

Mexico 211 25.2

Brazil 211 25.2

Industry n %

Manufacturing 278 33.2

Wholesale  trade/ Retail trade  / 
Distribution 446 53.3

Services 113 13.5

Business size n %

Micro enterprises 281 33.5

SME (Small/Medium enterprises) 307 36.7

Large enterprises 249 29.8

It may occur that the results are a percent more or less than 100%. This is  
the consequence of rounding off the results. Rather than adjusting the 
outcome so that it totalled 100%, we have chosen to leave the individual 
results as they were to allow for the most accurate representation possible.

Disclaimer

This report is provided for information purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation as to particular transactions, investments or strategies in any way 
to any reader. Readers must make their own independent decisions, commercial or otherwise, regarding the information provided. While we have made every 
attempt to ensure that the information contained in this report has been obtained from reliable sources, Atradius is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or 
for the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this report is provided ‘as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness 
or of the results obtained from its use, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In no event will Atradius, its related partnerships or corporations, or 
the partners, agents or employees thereof, be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this report or 
for any consequential, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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Copyright  Atradius N.V. 2019 

If after reading this report you would like more information about protecting your receivables against payment 
default by your customers you can visit the Atradius website or if you have more specific questions, please leave a 
message and a product specialist will call you back. In the Publications section you’ll find many more Atradius publi-
cations focusing on the global economy, including country reports, industry analyses, advice on credit management 
and essays on current business issues.

Subscribe to notifications of our Publications and receive weekly emails to alert you when a new report is published. 

For more insights into the B2B receivables collection practices in Canada and worldwide, please see the  Global Col-
lections Review by Atradius Collections (free download after registration), available on www.atradiuscollections.com

Connect with Atradius on Social Media

 
On Twitter? Follow @Atradius or search #atradiusppb

Statistical appendix 
Find detailed charts and figures in the Statistical  
Appendix for the Americas. This is part of the June 2019 
 Payment  Practices Barometer of Atradius, available at  
www.atradius/com/publications 

Download in PDF format (English only).

https://group.atradius.com/documents/ppb19_statistical_appendix_americas-1.pdf
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